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Vision through semireflecting media: polarization analysis
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We present an approach to recovering scenes deteriorated by ref lections off a semi-ref lecting medium. The
approach is based on imaging through a polarizer at two different orientations. We analyze the imageformation process, taking into account changes in ref lection and polarization properties owing to internal
ref lections within the medium. Reconstruction by inverting this process requires estimation of the incidence
angle (the inclination of the transparent medium). We estimate this angle by seeking the value that leads
to decorrelation of the estimated scenes that are automatically and uniquely labeled ref lected – transmitted.
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The situation in which more than one (typically two)
linearly superimposed images exist is often encountered in real-world scenes. For example,1 – 3 looking
out a car (or room) window, we see both the outside
world, termed a real object,2,4 and a semiref lection
of the objects inside, termed virtual objects. The
separation of unrelated contributions to a scene is
important for understanding and analysis of the
scene. In fact, the mere detection of such a superposition indicates the presence of a clear (invisible)
surface at a distance closer than the actual imaged objects.2,4 Earlier approaches to reconstructing each of
the contributions relied mainly on triangulation5 and
on focus.2 These methods have several drawbacks,
such as ill-conditioned reconstruction at low spatial
frequencies, and they cannot determine which of the
reconstructed images is of the real object and which
is of the virtual one. The use of polarization in scene
analysis has gained interest in recent years, particularly for analyzing ref lections off opaque media,
as in Ref. 6. As for removal of the virtual scene
ref lected by transparent media, other researchers
attempted to do this by using just the raw output
of a polarization analyzer,1,3,4 but this technique
works well only at the Brewster angle. While revising this Letter we were informed of some research
conducted in parallel to ours7 in which independent component analysis of polarization-f iltered
images was used. That research demonstrates
the potential of polarization filtering as an initial
step for separation by signal postprocessing; however,
it still cannot determine which of the images corresponds to the real object, and the intensity is evaluated
up to an unknown factor. Previous methods did not
extract information about the invisible semiref lecting
surface itself.
Here we present an analysis of the physical process
and demonstrate an approach to the reconstruction of
the intensities of the contributing scenes. The reconstructed scenes are automatically labeled virtual or
real, and the angle of incidence (AOI) on the transparent surface is estimated as well.
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Assuming illumination by natural light, we represent the intensity by its polarization components
parallel 共k兲 and perpendicular 共⬜兲 to the plane of
incidence with their respective ref lectivities8 Rk and R⬜
and transmissivities Tk and T⬜ at each interface. In
most cases, such as observation through a window, two
surfaces are involved, and internal ref lections must be
considered. It is easy to show that, for lossless media
and incoherent light, the total ref lectivity of a doublesurfaced window is given by the relation
R̃ 苷 R 1 T 2 R

X̀

共R 2 兲l 苷

l苷0

2
R
11R

(1)

for each polarization component. By energy conservation, the total transmissivities are T̃ 苷 1 2 R̃ for
each component.
To derive the physical principles of the proposed procedure we may def ine polarizing effects (PE’s) of ref lection and transmission by the degree of polarization
induced on unpolarized light; for ref lection from a window it is PER ⬅ jR̃⬜ 2 R̃k j兾jR̃⬜ 1 R̃k j. Theoretically,
the PE’s can be derived from the Fresnel equations8 as
a function of AOI. For example, for a single-surface
medium, PER 苷 1 at the Brewster angle, at which the
parallel component vanishes, and it is zero for AOI w 苷
0±, 90±. For transmission, PET ⬅ jT̃⬜ 2 T̃k j兾jT̃⬜ 1 T̃k j.
For a double-surfaced window, at most incidence angles
w, PET is almost double that of a single surface and
amounts to ⬃10% (and even more) of PER (Fig. 1).
Therefore one cannot assume that the polarization of
the transmitted light is negligible relative to the polarization of the ref lected light. Hence for the separation of the scenes one cannot generally assume that
solely the virtual scene is associated with partial
polarization.
We denote the spatial intensity distribution that is
due to the real scene (with no window) by IT and the
spatial distribution that is due to the virtual scene
(assuming perfect mirror replacing the window) by
IR . The actually observed spatial intensity distribution will be a weighted superposition of these two
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r共wtrue , w兲 苷

R̃⬜ 共w兲R̃k 共wtrue 兲 2 R̃⬜ 共wtrue 兲R̃k 共w兲 ,
R̃⬜ 共w兲 2 R̃k 共w兲

(8)

t共wtrue , w兲 苷

T̃⬜ 共w兲T̃k 共wtrue 兲 2 T̃⬜ 共wtrue 兲T̃k 共w兲 .
T̃⬜ 共w兲 2 T̃k 共w兲

(9)

To estimate the AOI requires an assumption that is
related to multiple points. We assume that the real
and the virtual scenes are uncorrelated. This is a
reasonable supposition because the two scenes usually
originate from unrelated objects. Our approach is
thus to search for the zero crossing of the correlation
between the estimated images:
ŵ 苷 兵w :
Fig. 1. Ratios of the polarizing effects in a single air –
glass interface and in a glass window.

intensities. Let u⬜ be the orientation of the polarization analyzer for the best transmission of the
component perpendicular to the plane of incidence.
Assuming initially unpolarized light and a general
orientation of the analyzer a, the observed intensity is
given by
µ
∂ µ
∂
f⬜ 1 fk
f⬜ 1 fk
f 共a兲 苷
1
cos关2共a 2 u⬜ 兲兴 ,
(2)
2
2
where
f⬜ 苷 f 共u⬜ 兲 苷 共IR R̃⬜ 兾2 1 IT T̃⬜ 兾2兲 ,
fk 苷 f 共u⬜ 1 90±兲 苷 共IR R̃k 兾2 1 IT T̃k 兾2兲 .

(3)
(4)

Suppose now that we have an estimate of the
geometry of the setup, that is, the plane of incidence
(hence u⬜ ) and AOI w. Then
#
#
"
"
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2R̃⬜ 共w兲
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fk 2
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Corr关ÎT 共w兲, ÎR 共w兲兴 苷 0其 .

(10)

For any two images p and q the cross correlation
is Corr共p, q兲 苷 Cov共p, q兲兾关Var共p兲Var共q兲兴1/2 , where Var
denotes the (spatial) variance. The covariance is estimated in the N-pixel images as Cov共p, q兲 ⯝ 具p 2
mp , q 2 mq 典兾N , where mp is the mean of p. The zero
crossing of the correlation occurs at the zero crossing of
the cross covariance. Assuming that there is no correlation between IR and IT ,
Cov共ÎT , ÎR 兲 苷 t共1 2 r兲Var共IT 兲 1 r共1 2 t兲Var共IR 兲 .
(11)
This covariance vanishes for w 苷 wtrue , where r, t 苷
0 [see Eqs. (8) and (9)]. For all other cases, 关t共1 2 r兲兴
has no zero, and we may write Eq. (11) as
Cov共ÎT , ÎR 兲 苷 t共1 2 r兲Var共IR 兲

∑

∏
Var共IT 兲
2h ,
Var共IR 兲

(12)

where h共wtrue , w兲 苷 2关 r共1 2 t兲兴兾关t共1 2 r兲兴. If w is
allowed to take values arbitrarily close to 90±, h can
take any positive value. Thus, if w is not bounded
by some practical limit, a zero of the cross covariance
[Eq. (12)] appears at an additional assumed AOI beside
the correct one (Fig. 2).
We imaged a scene composed of several objects
at a distance of 艐3.5 m through an upright glass
window. The window semiref lected another scene. A

(6)
As expected, the reconstructions become unstable
as 共R̃⬜ 2 R̃k 兲 ! 0, that is, at very low or high
AOI. Inserting Eqs. (3) and (4), which are based
on the true AOI, wtrue , into Eqs. (5) and (6), with an
assumed w, we obtain that
ÎT 共w兲 苷 共1 2 r兲IT 1 rIR ,

ÎR 共w兲 苷 共1 2 t兲IR 1 tIT ,
(7)

where

Fig. 2. For each wtrue there are domains (white) where a
zero of the correlation exists at a wrongly assumed angle w
(beside the correct one).
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to small errors in the estimation of u⬜ because, from
Eq. (2),
É
≠f
苷 0.
(13)
≠u⬜ a苷u , u 190±
⬜

Fig. 3. Top left, f⬜ . Top right, the ref lection is weaker
in fk , but the image is still unclear. Middle row, the
reconstructed virtual (left) and real (right) scenes, based
on the automatic detection of the AOI. Bottom right, the
real object imaged without the interfering glass window.
Bottom left, the virtual object photographed by a technique
that removes the objects behind the window.

⬜

As can be seen from fk , although the polarizer produces
some attenuation of the ref lected scene, a signif icant
disturbance that is due to this scene remains because
wtrue 苷 27.5± 6 3± is far from the Brewster angle (56±).
The AOI w to be estimated was assumed to lie between 5± and 85±. At the assumed AOI of w 苷 27±
the estimated layers are decorrelated (Fig. 4), in excellent agreement with the angle used in the physical experimental setup. A second zero crossing of the
correlation coeff icient exists at 84±, which is in agreement with the theory because for this wtrue the threshold for the appearance of a wrong crossing is 80± (see
Fig. 2). Using the correctly estimated angle, we applied Eqs. (5) and (6) at each point in the images shown
in the top row of Fig. 3. The results, shown in the
middle row of Fig. 3, can be compared with the original images shown in the bottom row. Thus, relying
on the physical processes involved, we could reconstruct the virtual scenes. It should be noted, however,
that at a large AOI an additional solution may exist.
The present approach significantly extends the useful
range of incidence angles for polarization-based clearing of ref lecting disturbances. In addition, the method
automatically provides information (the inclination
angle) about the clear, invisible medium that lies between the observer and the scene.
In conclusion, note that in a real-life situation
several degrading effects exist, which are now under
investigation. These effects include noise in the
recording system, partial polarization of the incident
light, and variation of the AOI across the field of view.
This study was partially supported by the Israeli
Ministry of Science. J. Shamir’s e-mail address is
jsh@ee.technion.ac.il.
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